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The Radical Leap: A Personal Lesson in Extreme LeadershipKaplan Business, 2004
The business world is ready for an entirely new approach to leadership, and Steve Farber has written the perfect book to energize business leaders and help them make the leap into extreme leadership.  In fact, taking a giant "L.E.A.P" forward is exactly what Farber prescribes.  What exactly is an extreme leader?  One who cultivates love,...
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Digital Terrain Modelling: Development and Applications in a Policy Support Environment (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)Springer, 2007

	This publication is the first book on the development and application of digital terrain modelling for regional planning and policy support. It is a compilation of research results by international research groups at the European Commission's Joint Research Centre, providing scientific support to the development and implementation of EU...
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Ultra Wideband Systems with MIMOJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Up-to-date coverage of the cutting-edge research on UWB Systems with Multiple Antennas In this book, the authors investigate the benefits of combining UWB and MIMO technologies; highlighting five aspects of this promising research field: channel capacity, space-time coding, beamforming and localization, time-reversal transmission, and...
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Application of Intelligent Systems in Multi-modal Information Analytics: Proceedings of the 2020 International Conference on Multi-model Information ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 1234)Springer, 2020

	
		This book presents the proceedings of the 2020 International Conference on Intelligent Systems Applications in Multi-modal Information Analytics, held in Changzhou, China, on June 18–19, 2020. It provides comprehensive coverage of the latest advances and trends in information technology, science and engineering. It addresses a...
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The Leader's Guide to Lateral Thinking Skills: Powerful Problem-Solving Techniques to Ignite Your Team's Potential (Leaders Guide)Kogan Page, 2003
* Do you want to unlock the creative potential of your team?
 * Is innovation a core value for your organization? 

 * Do you have the skills to inspire new ideas? 

 * Do you know how lateral leadership can transform your organization? 

 Leadership is not just about command and control - it is about inspiring your team to...
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Beyond the Desktop Metaphor: Designing Integrated Digital Work EnvironmentsMIT Press, 2007
The computer's metaphorical desktop, with its onscreen windows and hierarchy of folders, is the only digital work environment most users and designers have ever known. Yet empirical studies show that the traditional desktop design does not provide sufficient support for today's real-life tasks involving collaboration, multitasking, multiple roles,...
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Visual Analytics and Interactive Technologies: Data, Text and Web Mining Applications (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Large volumes of data and complex problems inspire research in computing and data, text, and web
	mining. However, analyzing data is not sufficient, as it has to be presented visually with analytical capabilities,
	i.e., a chart/diagram/image illustration that enables humans to perceive, relate, and conclude
	in the knowledge discovery...
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Photography Foundations for Art and Design, Fourth Edition: The creative photography handbookFocal Press, 2007
Photography: Foundations for Art and Design is the perfect introductory guide for those of you learning the basics of photography. Offering a clear and well-illustrated structured approach to the tools and techniques, it will also guide you through the important aspects of photography as a means of self-expression and communication. 

The...
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Materials for DesignLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	Over the last 10 years there has been a huge growth in the area of materials and design, but most books on the subject deal with advanced, semi-formed materials (that is, materials sold as sheet, rod, tube, etc.). This new book provides much-needed information on the raw materials, and the 'low-down' on what these materials can be...
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Python 3 Object Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Object Oriented Programming is a very important aspect of modern programming languages. The basic principles of Object Oriented Programming are relatively easy to learn. Putting them together into working designs can be challenging.


	This book makes programming more of a pleasure than a chore using powerful Python 3 object-oriented...
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The Best Travel Writing 2010: True Stories from Around the WorldTravelers Tales, 2010

	My favorite mountaineering book is The Mountains of My Life, by legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti. While I love being in the mountains—it’s a rare day I don’t daydream about the Alps or the Himalayas—I am not a climber. It isn’t so much Bonatti’s exploits that inspire me as his attitude towards...
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Lean Customer Development: Building Products Your Customers Will BuyO'Reilly, 2014

	
		How do you develop products that people will actually use and buy? This practical guide shows you how to validate product and company ideas through customer development research—before you waste months and millions on a product or service that no one needs or wants.

	
		With a combination of open-ended interviewing and...
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